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I.

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
This Court has jurisdiction under Section 723(a) of the Judicial Code, 42 Pa.

C.S. Section 723(a), and Article V, Section 9, of the Pennsylvania Constitution,
because this is an appeal from a final order of the Commonwealth Court dismissing
a petition commenced under its original jurisdiction. The Commonwealth Court
sustained Appellees’ preliminary objections and held that Appellants’ claims were
non-justiciable under the political-question doctrine. See U.S. Nat’l Bank v.
Johnson, 487 A.2d 809, 813 (Pa. 1985) (“[T]he sustaining of preliminary
objections in the nature of a demurrer and dismissal of the equity complaint is a
final appealable order.”).
II.

ORDER IN QUESTION
Appellants seek reversal of the Order of the Commonwealth Court of

Pennsylvania, entered on April 21, 2015 (the “Order”), which states:
AND NOW, this 21st day of April, 2015, the preliminary objections of
the Respondents are sustained and the Petitioners’ petition for review
is dismissed.
/s/ Dan Pellegrini,
Dan Pellegrini, President Judge
A complete copy of the Commonwealth Court’s Opinion and Order is
attached hereto as Addendum A.
III.

STATEMENT OF SCOPE AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
The Commonwealth Court’s Order sustaining Appellees’ preliminary

objections and dismissing the petition as non-justiciable is reviewed de novo and

the scope of review is plenary. See Robinson Twp. v. Commonwealth, 83 A.3d
901, 917 (Pa. 2013) (“Justiciability questions are issues of law, over which our
standard of review is de novo and the scope of review is plenary.”). The Court
must “accept as true all well-pleaded material facts set forth in the petition for
review and all inferences fairly deducible from those facts.” Id. (original
alterations omitted). And the Court may “affirm an order sustaining preliminary
objections only if it is clear that the party filing the petition for review is not
entitled to relief as a matter of law.” Id.
IV.

STATEMENT OF THE QUESTIONS PRESENTED
1.

Where a petition alleges gross and irrational disparities in school

funding between low-wealth and high-wealth school districts, does the politicalquestion doctrine preclude students in low-wealth school districts from asserting an
equal protection claim to protect their individual constitutional rights?
2.

Where a petition alleges that the legislature’s school funding scheme

bears no relationship to the actual cost of preparing students to meet state academic
standards, does the political-question doctrine bar the judiciary from considering
whether the legislature has complied with its constitutional duty to support a
thorough and efficient system of public education?
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V.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

The Parties

Appellants are (i) seven parents and natural guardians of children attending
underfunded Pennsylvania public school districts throughout the Commonwealth;
(ii) six Pennsylvania public school districts from rural, suburban, and urban
communities throughout the Commonwealth; (iii) the Pennsylvania Association of
Rural and Small Schools, a statewide membership organization composed of
approximately 150 school districts whose mission is to “promote equal opportunity
for quality education for all students in every school and community in
Pennsylvania”; and (iv) the NAACP Pennsylvania State Conference, a
non-partisan organization dedicated to ensuring that all students in Pennsylvania
have an equal opportunity to obtain a high-quality public education (collectively,
“Petitioners”). (Pet. ¶¶ 15-83.1)
Appellees are the Pennsylvania Department of Education, the Pennsylvania
State Board of Education, Governor Thomas Wolf, President Pro Tempore of the
Pennsylvania Senate Joseph B. Scarnati III, Speaker of the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives Samuel H. Smith, and Secretary of Education Pedro A. Rivera
(collectively, “Respondents”). (Id. ¶¶ 84-90.)

1

“Pet.” refers to Petition for Review in the Nature of an Action for Declaratory and Injunctive
Relief, William Penn School District, et al., v. Penn. Dep’t of Educ., et al., No. 587 MD 2014
(Nov. 10, 2014).
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B.

The Petition

The Petition asserts two claims challenging the constitutionality of
Pennsylvania’s school funding scheme on separate grounds. First, Respondents
have violated the equal protection guarantees in Article III, Section 32, of the
Pennsylvania Constitution by adopting the nation’s most inequitable and irrational
school funding scheme. That scheme creates gross disparities in per-student
expenditures—without any regard to students’ educational needs—and denies
students in low-wealth districts the same opportunity to obtain a basic education
that students in high-wealth districts enjoy. (Pet. ¶¶ 7-9, 285-89, 310.) Second,
Respondents have violated Article III, Section 14, of the Pennsylvania Constitution
(the “Education Clause”) by adopting an arbitrary and irrational school funding
scheme that denies school districts the financial resources necessary to give their
students an opportunity to meet state academic standards. (Id. ¶¶ 290-99, 310.)
As a result, hundreds of thousands of students in low-wealth communities are
being denied a basic education because their school districts cannot afford to
provide essential services or repair crumbling facilities. (Id. ¶¶ 153-61, 169-246.)
The Petition contains detailed allegations supporting these claims, which
must be taken as true for purposes of this appeal, and which show that the
availability of a basic education in Pennsylvania is now a function of community
wealth rather than a constitutional guarantee.

4

1.

Pennsylvania’s School Funding Scheme Is Unusually
Dependent on Local Taxes, Causing Wide Funding
Disparities Between High- and Low-Wealth School
Districts.

Like most states, Pennsylvania raises education funds from state, local, and
federal sources. (Pet. ¶ 263.) But unlike the vast majority of states, which on
average provide 44% of education funds, the Pennsylvania legislature contributes
only 34% of the total public education budget. (Pet. ¶ 264.) As a result, 53% of
education funds in Pennsylvania are derived from local sources (the remainder
comes from federal sources)—a higher percentage than all but three states. (Id.)
This dependence on local funding sources leaves low-wealth school districts
with only a fraction of the resources available to high-wealth districts. (Id. ¶ 269.)
Local resources are primarily derived from property taxes, which are set by
individual school districts. (Id. ¶ 270.) Because the assessed property values per
student vary greatly across school districts, the amount individual districts can
raise through local taxes fluctuates wildly. (Id. ¶ 271-84.) Yet one constant
remains: “School districts with low property values and higher property taxes are
typically able to raise less local funds than school districts with high property
values and lower property taxes.” (Id. ¶ 272.) As a result, total education
expenditures per student range from as little as $9,800 per student in school
districts with low property values and incomes to more than $28,400 per student in
districts with high property values and incomes. (Id. ¶ 8.)

5

These gross disparities do not simply reflect decisions by wealthy districts to
pay for educational luxuries. Rather, they reflect the inability of low-wealth
districts to afford basic necessities even though they have property tax rates far
higher than wealthier districts. Property-rich Lower Merion School District, for
example, had an equalized millage rate2 of 14.7 in 2012-13 and raised
approximately $23,700 per student locally. (Id. at ¶ 280.) Property-poor
Shenandoah Valley School District, by contrast, had an equalized millage rate of
26.8—almost twice that of Lower Merion—and yet struggled to raise about $4,000
per student locally. (Id. ¶¶ 278, 280.) Because the state contribution to education
comes nowhere near closing that funding gap, low-wealth school districts like
Shenandoah can spend only a fraction of what is available to high-wealth school
districts. (See id. ¶¶ 285-88.)
Worse, even if a low-wealth school district wished to increase its tax burden
and could afford to raise its already high tax rates, it could do so only by a de
minimis amount under the current funding scheme. Special Session Act 1 of 2006
(“Act 1”) limits, with few exceptions, the ability of school districts to raise
property taxes beyond an annual cost-of-living percentage calculated by the
Department of Education. (Id. ¶ 143.) This legislative restriction on raising

2

Property tax rates in Pennsylvania are referred to as millage rates and are determined in mills.
One mill is equal to 1/1,000 of a dollar; for every $1,000 in taxable value a property owner will
pay $1 in taxation. The State Tax Equalization Board converts county assessments to market
values to provide equalized millage rates than can be compared. (See Pet. ¶¶ 270-71.)
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additional local funds further entrenches the funding disparities among
Pennsylvania’s school districts.
2.

Since 1999, Pennsylvania Has Overhauled Its Public
Education System by Adopting Academic Content
Standards and Statewide Assessments.

In 1999, Pennsylvania overhauled its academic standards and student
assessment system. (Id. ¶ 96.) For the first time, the legislature adopted
content-based standards that provide specific guidance on what the public
education system should be teaching students. (Id. ¶ 99.) And it implemented
statewide assessments (i.e., exams) to determine whether students were learning
the prescribed content. (Id. ¶¶ 96, 99, 109.) Together, these two changes radically
altered Pennsylvania’s educational landscape—and created objective benchmarks
that can guide this Court’s analysis today.
A comparison of the pre-1999 standards with the post-1999 content-based
standards, including the updated 2014 Pennsylvania Common Core standards (see
Pet. ¶ 105), demonstrates the magnitude of this change:
Pre-1999 Math Standards
Excerpt

1999 Math Academic
Content-Standards Excerpt

2014 Math Pennsylvania
Common Core Excerpt

[No grade identified]: All
students compute, measure
and estimate to solve
theoretical and practical
problems, using
appropriate tools, including
modern technology.

Grade 8: Compute measures
of sides and angles using
proportions, the Pythagorean
Theorem, and right triangle
relationships.

Grade 8: Prove the
Pythagorean identity and use
it to calculate trigonometric
ratios.
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(See Pet. ¶ 106; 22 Pa. Code § 5.202(f)(2)(ii) (1996); 29 Pa. Bull. 399, 427 (Jan.
16, 1999)3). As this example illustrates, the pre-1999 standards are abstract; they
do not provide any specific guidance on what students need to learn or achieve by
a particular grade level. A student in one school, for example, might be taught the
Pythagorean Theorem, while a student in another school might not. The post-1999
standards, on the other hand, define precisely what students must learn—e.g.,
students must now utilize the Pythagorean Theorem to calculate various angles,
proportions, or ratios. As a consequence, there is no longer any dispute over what
students in Pennsylvania should be learning or what the legislature considers an
adequate education.
Proficiency in state standards is evaluated using the Pennsylvania System of
School Assessment (“PSSA”) exams, which are aligned to post-1999 standards and
administered to students in grades 3 through 8. (Id. ¶¶ 109-10.) Those exams test
student proficiency in English language arts, math, science and technology, and
environment and ecology. (Id. ¶ 110.) In 2012, the Commonwealth added the
Keystone Exams to test student proficiency in Algebra I, Biology, and Literature.
(Id. 111 n.23, 113.) Beginning in the 2016-17 school year, students will need to be

3

See also PA DEP’T OF EDUC., Standard Align Sys.: Browse Standards, Mathematics 2.10.8.B,
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StanardsBrowser#25959|0 (last visited Sept. 18, 2015).
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proficient in each of those subjects or complete an alternate state-approved project
in order to graduate high school.4 (Id. ¶ 113.)
3.

In 2007, Respondents Commissioned a Costing-Out Study
to Determine the Cost of Meeting State Academic
Standards.

In 2007, the legislature received the results of a costing-out study that it
commissioned to (i) evaluate the adequacy and equity of Pennsylvania’s school
funding scheme; and (ii) determine “the basic cost per pupil to provide an
education that will permit a student to meet the State’s academic standards and
assessments.” (See id. ¶¶ 3, 120-21.) To measure the adequacy and equity of the
funding scheme, the study employed three nationally-recognized approaches:
(i) a “successful school district” approach, which examines the spending of
high-performing school districts as measured against state performance
expectations;
(ii) a “professional judgment” approach, which relies on the expertise and
experience of educators to specify the resources, staff, and programs
that schools need to meet performance expectations; and
(iii) an “evidence based” approach, which uses education research to
determine how resources should be deployed in schools so that students
can meet performance expectations.5
Calculating the necessary funding by district, the costing-out study
concluded that 471 of 500 Commonwealth school districts spent less than their
4

Schools, principals, and teachers are also now held accountable for student performance on
state exams. See 24 P.S. § 11-1123(b)-(c).
5

Augenblick, Palaich & Assocs., Inc., Costing Out the Resources Needed to Meet
Pennsylvania’s Public Education Goals, 1-2 (Dec. 2007),
http://www.stateboard.education.pa.gov/Documents/Research%20Reports%20and%20Studies/P
A%20Costing%20Out%20Study%20rev%2012%2007.pdf.
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adequacy target, i.e., the amount necessary for students to meet proficiency
expectations. The study also found that the average adequacy target per student
was $11,926, while Pennsylvania school districts spent on average only $9,512 per
student in 2005-06, and the statewide estimate for all districts to meet proficiency
goals was $21.63 billion—$4.4 billion more than they actually spent on
comparable items in 2005-06. (Id. ¶ 126.)
The study also showed that the Commonwealth’s least wealthy districts were
the furthest from their costing-out estimates: on average, the poorest 20% of
districts would need to raise spending by 37.5% for students to meet expectations,
while the wealthiest 20% would need to raise spending by only 6.6%. (Id.)
Accordingly, the study’s authors recommended that the additional funds needed to
improve student performance “should be collected at the state level and allocated
by the state through a formula that is sensitive to the needs and wealth of school
districts. By focusing on state funding in this way Pennsylvania will be better able
to reduce the inequities caused by the current heavy reliance on local revenues.”
(Id. ¶ 128.)
4.

In 2008, Respondents Adopted a New Funding Formula in
Response to the Costing-Out Study.

In 2008, the General Assembly responded to the costing-out study by
implementing a new “Basic Education Funding” formula that aimed to reduce the
inadequacies and inequities in Pennsylvania’s public education system that had

10

accumulated in the decades prior. Recognizing that students in different
communities require different levels of state investment to meet academic
standards, the 2008 funding formula determined a district’s adequacy target in
accordance with the costing-out study’s weightings and then subtracted actual
spending to determine the district’s shortfall. (See id. ¶¶ 125, 132.) The formula
then determined the state’s share of this shortfall based on the fiscal strength of the
district and the district’s tax effort, and it set state appropriation at one-sixth of that
share—with subsequent one-sixth increases slated to kick in each year. (Id. ¶¶
132-33.) The goal was that at the end of six years, each district would receive the
full state share. (Id.) Those targets, however, were never reached.
5.

In 2011, Respondents Abandoned the Funding Formula and
Drastically Cut Education Appropriations.

Despite knowing that most school districts remained dramatically
underfunded, the legislature abandoned the “Basic Education Funding” formula in
2011—making Pennsylvania one of only three states in the country at that time
without a predictable, long-term formula—and implemented more than $860
million in funding cuts. (See id. ¶¶ 138-40.) Those cuts had a disproportionate
impact on Pennsylvania’s poorest school districts: they lost 50% more funding
than school districts serving primarily high-income students.6 (See id. ¶ 142.)

6

In Pennsylvania’s 50 poorest districts, the average state funding cut per student from 2010-11
through 2014-15 was $474.85—nearly five times higher than the average student funding cut of
$94.58 per student in Pennsylvania’s 50 wealthiest school districts. (Id. ¶ 287.)
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Between 2011 and 2014, the legislature restored limited portions of that
funding—in part by making last-minute appropriations to a handful of politically
favored school districts—but education spending in Pennsylvania today remains
approximately $580 million below pre-2011 levels and billions below the levels
the costing-out study found necessary to prepare students to meet state standards.
(Id. ¶¶ 126, 148.) And while the School Code continues to call on the Department
of Education to calculate an adequacy target in accordance with the 2008 funding
formula, along with the state’s share for closing any shortfall, see 24 P.S. § 252502.48, the Department of Education has not done so since 2010.
6.

Pennsylvania Currently Has the Most Inequitable School
Funding Scheme in the Nation.

Recently, the U.S. Department of Education released a study comparing
public education spending nationwide.7 The study found that Pennsylvania ranked
dead last among all states, with the widest per pupil spending gap—33.5%—
between poor school districts and affluent districts. In other words, Pennsylvania
school districts with high-poverty rates (i.e., the districts with the greatest financial
need) have 33.5% less funding on average than low-poverty school districts (i.e.,

7

Nat’l Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, Education Finance Statistics Center Table A-1,
http://nces.ed.gov/edfin/Fy11_12_tables.asp (last visited Sept. 17, 2015) (analyzing the most
recently available data from the 2011-12 school year).
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the districts with the least need). That is more than double the national average of
15.6%. (Vermont has the next greatest differential at 18.1%.8)
Worse, the disparity between poor and affluent school districts is more
pronounced than these raw percentages suggest. As Pennsylvania’s 2007
costing-out study and the 2015 federal report both acknowledge, poverty is an
additional “cost factor” that significantly increases the resources needed to educate
a child.9 Thus, the real funding gaps between high-income and low-income school
districts are even greater than they appear.
7.

Pennsylvania’s School Funding Scheme Denies Students
Basic Resources and Undermines Their Ability to Meet
State Standards.

Historical underfunding, the absence of any rational or predictable funding
formula, and the 2011 budget cuts have deeply harmed Pennsylvania’s public
education system and the children who attend its schools. In the 2013-14 school
year, 75% of school districts reduced instructional programming; 47% of school
districts increased class size; 30% of school districts delayed purchasing textbooks;
22% of school districts eliminated tutoring programs; and 13% of schools ended
summer school programs. (Pet. ¶ 170.) Districts also suffer the glaring problems
of insufficient and undertrained staff, (id. ¶¶ 173-202, 247-48), inadequate
education programs, (id. ¶¶ 203-29, 247-48), and deficient materials, equipment
8

Id.

9

Nat’l Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, The Condition of Education in 2015, at 50, available at
http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2015/2015144.pdf (last visited Sept. 17,2015).
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and facilities. (Id. ¶¶ 230-48.) As a result, hundreds of thousands of students lack
the resources, support, and educators necessary to meet state proficiency standards.
(Id. ¶ 153.)
Not surprisingly, performance on the PSSA exams (which already showed
that a substantial percentage of students were unable to meet state standards10)
declined following the 2011 budget cuts, and declined even further in those
districts experiencing the greatest cuts. (Id. ¶ 157.) In 2012, the Department of
Education lowered its targets for the percentage of a district’s students who should
score proficient or better from 81% to 70% in reading and from 78% to 73% in
math. Yet a significant number of school districts still fell short of those reduced
targets. (Id. ¶ 158.) For the 2012-13 school year:
• 26.25% of school districts reported test results not at the adequacy
target for both reading and math;
• 29.66% of school districts reported test results not at the adequacy
target for math;
• 32.46% of school district reported test results not at the adequacy
target for reading; and
• 72% of school districts reported test results not at the adequacy level
target for either math or reading.
(Id. ¶¶ 159, 162.)

10

Historical PSSA results are available on the PDE website. See PA DEP’T OF EDUC., 2011-2012
PSSA and AYP Results, http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/school_
assessments/7442 (last visited Sept. 17, 2015).
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Students have fared even worse on the Keystone Exams. When the
Keystone Exams were administered in 2013:
• 25% of students scored basic or below basic in Literature;
• 36% of students scored basic or below basic in Algebra I; and
• 55% of students scored basic or below basic on Biology.
(Id. ¶ 154.)
If these percentages remain constant, beginning in 2017, a harrowing 55% of
students—more than half—will fail the Keystone Exams and not graduate high
school. (Id. ¶ 155.) And that percentage is even higher in the Petitioners’ districts,
where, on average, 78% of students will not graduate. (See id. ¶ 156.)
C.

The Order on Appeal

On April 21, 2015, the Commonwealth Court issued an Opinion and Order
sustaining Respondents’ preliminary objections and dismissing Petitioners’ claims
as non-justiciable under the political-question doctrine. The Opinion did not
separately analyze Petitioners’ two claims for (i) violation of the Pennsylvania
Constitution’s equal protection guarantees, and (ii) violation of the Education
Clause. (See Op. at 11-12.) Rather, the lower court swept the equal protection
claim into its political-question analysis and held that Marrero v. Commonwealth,
739 A.2d 110 (Pa. 1999), and Danson v. Casey, 399 A.2d 360 (Pa. 1979), barred
both claims because there were no judicially manageable standards for reviewing
whether the legislature had complied with its constitutional duties. (See id.)
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VI.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
This appeal presents two important questions concerning the judiciary’s

authority to review the constitutionality of education funding legislation. The first
is whether the judiciary may consider a claim by students in low-wealth school
districts that Pennsylvania’s school funding scheme—which is now the most
inequitable in the nation—violates their individual equal protection rights. The
second is whether the judiciary may ever consider a claim that Pennsylvania’s
school funding scheme violates the Education Clause. That clause mandates that
“The General Assembly shall provide for the maintenance and support of a
thorough and efficient system of public education to serve the needs of the
Commonwealth.” PA. CONST. art. III, § 14.
The lower court answered both questions in the negative, holding that the
political-question doctrine bars any constitutional challenge to Pennsylvania’s
school funding scheme, no matter how grossly inequitable or inadequate that
scheme may be. That ruling is inconsistent with Pennsylvania law and should be
reversed. If allowed to stand, it would undermine Pennsylvania’s tripartite system
of government by removing any check on legislative and executive power in the
education realm, and would allow the availability of a basic education in
Pennsylvania to become a function of community wealth rather than a
constitutional guarantee.
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The lower court’s perfunctory dismissal of Petitioners’ equal protection
claim as non-justiciable is inconsistent with this Court’s precedent and
Pennsylvania’s political-question analysis. In Danson, this Court reached the
merits of an equal protection challenge to education funding without mentioning
the political-question doctrine or otherwise suggesting that the judiciary was barred
from considering such a claim. Moreover, none of the factors that Pennsylvania
courts consider when applying the political-question doctrine support judicial
abstention: equal protection is an individual right that has never been entrusted to
legislative self-monitoring; there are no concerns with determining the standard of
review; and there is no need to make a public-policy judgment. Thus, it is for the
judiciary to determine whether the legislature’s disparate treatment of students
based on community wealth is constitutional. To hold otherwise would give the
legislature free rein to violate the equal protection rights of millions of students,
who would be left without any recourse in the courts. That is not, and has never
been, the law in Pennsylvania or any other jurisdiction.
The lower court also erred in relying on Marrero to dismiss Petitioners’
Education Clause claim. This Court has never adopted a per se rule that Education
Clause claims are non-justiciable, and there are now judicially manageable
standards in place for resolving Petitioners’ claims that did not exist when Marrero
was decided. Most importantly, the legislature overhauled the state education
system in 1999 and adopted (i) specific content-based academic standards that
17

define what a “thorough and efficient system of public education” should teach
students at each grade level, and (ii) statewide exams to determine whether
students are meeting those standards. After implementing those reforms, the
legislature has a constitutional duty to provide funding that, at the very least, bears
a reasonable relation to giving all students an opportunity to meet state standards.
The adequacy of that funding—and thus the legislature’s compliance with its
constitutional duty—can be readily assessed by looking at student performance on
statewide exams. While a handful of school districts with poor exam results might
indicate local mismanagement or other individualized problems, the systemic
inability of students across the Commonwealth to meet state standards, coupled
with overwhelming evidence of resource deficiencies, is strong evidence that
current funding levels are unreasonable and violate the Education Clause. That is
precisely the evidence Petitioners seek to present here.
The Court also has the benefit of the legislature’s 2007 costing-out study,
which calculated on a district-by-district basis the cost of providing students an
opportunity to meet state standards. That study is strong evidence that (i) there are
scientific and reliable methods for determining the actual cost of educating
students, and (ii) current funding levels are unreasonable because low-wealth
school districts in Pennsylvania are receiving far less funding than they need—as
confirmed by their students’ abysmal performance on statewide exams. That
evidence was not available when Marrero was decided.
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Given these legislative developments, resolving Petitioners’ Education
Clause claim would not require the Court to define an “adequate” education or set
“adequate” funding levels. Rather, the Court need only decide whether the current
funding scheme bears a “reasonable relation” to providing students with an
opportunity to meet state standards. Student exam scores and the costing-out study
provide clear and ample evidence that it does not, and Petitioners should be
permitted an opportunity to present that evidence to the courts. To hold otherwise
would insulate all education funding decisions from judicial review—no matter
how extreme or unreasonable—and abdicate the judiciary’s important role in
ensuring that the legislature acts within constitutional bounds.
VII. ARGUMENT
A.

The Lower Court Erred in Dismissing Petitioners’ Equal
Protection Claim Under the Political-Question Doctrine.

The lower court’s Order dismissing Petitioners’ equal protection claim as
non-justiciable should be reversed for two reasons. First, the Order is contrary to
governing precedent, including Danson, where this Court reached the merits of an
equal protection challenge to education funding. Second, equal protection claims
are always justiciable under the political-question doctrine, because they involve
individual rights that the judiciary has a fundamental duty to safeguard.
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1.

The Order Is Contrary to Governing Precedent.

The lower court’s Order cannot be reconciled with Danson, where this Court
reached the merits of an equal protection challenge to Pennsylvania’s school
funding scheme without mentioning the political-question doctrine. See Danson,
399 A.2d at 366-67. The Danson petitioners alleged that the school funding
scheme in place in 1979 violated their equal protection rights because it forced the
School District of Philadelphia to offer a “truncated and uniquely limited program
of educational services” that was less than a “normal” program. Id. at 365. The
Court held that those allegations failed to state an equal protection claim because
there is no “constitutionally required ‘normal’ program of educational services”
and the legislature must be free “to adopt a changing program to keep abreast of
educational advances.” Id. at 366.
While the Court in Danson rejected the petitioners’ call for uniformity in
education funding—a request Petitioners do not make here—it nonetheless made
clear that it was not granting the legislature a license to adopt a funding scheme
that causes “gross disparities” in per-child expenditures. Id. at 365 n.10. The
Court distinguished out-of-state decisions upholding equal protection challenges
on the grounds that (i) petitioner School District of Philadelphia was at that time
the fifth-highest-funded district in Pennsylvania, and (ii) the petitioners failed to
allege that the “state’s financing system resulted in some school districts having
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significantly less money than other districts, causing gross disparities in total and
per child expenditures throughout the state.” Id. (emphasis added).
The Petition here, by contrast, does not merely allege that students are being
denied an undefined “normal program” of educational services—it alleges the
“gross disparities” in per-student funding that were missing in Danson, and it
documents the specific harm those disparities are causing low-income students
throughout the Commonwealth. The Petition describes, for example, how the
Commonwealth’s total investment in a child’s education can range from as little as
$9,800 per student in low-wealth school districts to more than $28,400 per student
in high-wealth districts. (Pet. ¶ 284.) Those disparities exist not because highwealth districts have chosen to invest more in education; low-wealth districts often
have property tax rates far higher than wealthier districts. (See Pet. ¶¶ 283, 295.)
Nor are those disparities the result of differences in student need; students in lowwealth districts have needs that warrant more, not less, funding. (See id. ¶¶ 169172). Rather, the disparities exist because the structure of Pennsylvania’s funding
scheme prevents low-wealth districts from ever closing the funding gap. (See id.
¶¶ 143, 296-98.) Act 1’s strict limit on property tax increases coupled with the
overall lack of taxable property in low-wealth districts means they could never
raise taxes high enough to do so. (See id. ¶¶ 143, 296-98.) Panther Valley School
District, for example, had an equalized millage rate of 27.8 in 2012-13, which
raised $5,646 per student locally. (Id. ¶¶ 10, 295.) Lower Merion, by contrast, had
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an equalized millage rate of 14.7—slightly more than half of Panther Valley’s
rate—and yet Lower Merion raised $23,708 per student locally— more than four
times as much as Panther Valley. (Id.) Low-wealth districts like Panther Valley
are thus left without the resources and personnel necessary to provide their
students with the same opportunity to meet state standards that is available to
students in high-wealth districts, and that disparity is reflected in student test
scores. (See id. ¶¶ 153-66.)
While the lower court cited Danson, it did not discuss that decision and
instead based its holding on this Court’s more recent Marrero decision. But the
Marrero petitioners did not assert an equal protection claim, and this Court did not
address the justiciability of such a claim in its opinion. Marrero, 739 A.2d at 111.
Moreover, the concern that this Court expressed in Marrero regarding the need to
judicially define an “adequate education” has no application in the equal protection
context, where the constitutional analysis turns on whether the state’s disparate
treatment of low-income students is justified under the appropriate level of
scrutiny—not on whether the overall funding levels are adequate. See Zauflik v.
Pennsbury Sch. Dist., 104 A.3d 1096, 1117-18 (Pa. 2014) (“If classifications are
drawn, then the challenged policy must be reasonably justified. What counts as
justification will depend upon which of three types a classification belongs to, what
the governmental interest is in promulgating the classification, and the relationship
of that interest to the classification itself.”) (internal quotation marks omitted). Nor
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does resolving an equal protection claim require the Court to determine whether
overall funding levels are “adequate.” For example, the Court could conclude that
a funding scheme that arbitrarily provided $1,000 to each low-income school
district and $10,000,000 to each high-income school district was not reasonably
justified without assessing whether the overall amount of funding was sufficient.11
2.

The Political-Question Doctrine Does Not Apply to Equal
Protection Claims Under Baker.

Even if the lower court’s Order could be reconciled with Danson, there is no
basis to apply the political-question doctrine here. That doctrine is a narrow
exception to the general rule that Pennsylvania’s constitution “should be construed,
when possible, to permit . . . review of legislative action alleged to be
unconstitutional.” Sweeney v. Tucker, 375 A.2d 698, 711 (Pa. 1977). And the
doctrine is particularly “disfavored” when a “claim is made that individual liberties
have been infringed,” as is the case here. See id. at 709; see also Robinson Twp.,
83 A.3d at 928 (Pa. 2013) (finding need to enforce constitutional requirements

11

Pennsylvania Association of Rural & Small Schools v. Ridge (“PARSS”), No. 11 MD 1991,
slip op. (Pa. Commw. Ct. July 9, 1998) (attached as Addendum B), does not dictate a different
result. The single-judge Commonwealth Court opinion in PARSS misinterpreted the
Commonwealth Court’s en banc decision in Marrero as controlling on the question of whether
equal protection claims are justiciable. See PARSS, slip op. at 13 (“Because Marrero holds that
once the General Assembly establishes a ‘system’ of public education, what is ‘thorough and
efficient’ education and whether it violates the Equal Protection provisions is non-justiciable,
PARSS complaint is likewise non-justiciable”). And this Court’s per curiam affirmance is nonprecedential. See Heim v. MCARE Fund, 23 A.3d 506, 510 (Pa. 2011) (“[A] per curiam order
does not serve as binding precedent.”).
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“particularly acute where the interests or entitlements of individual citizens are at
stake”).
In deciding whether to abstain under the political-question doctrine,
Pennsylvania courts consider the factors established by the U.S. Supreme Court in
Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217 (1962):
[A] textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of
the issue to a coordinate political department; or a lack of
judicially discoverable and manageable standards for
resolving it; or the impossibility of deciding without an
initial policy determination of a kind clearly for
nonjudicial discretion; or the impossibility of a court’s
undertaking independent resolution without expressing
lack of the respect due coordinate branches of
government; or an unusual need for unquestioning
adherence to a political decision already made; or the
potentiality of embarrassment from multifarious
pronouncements by various departments on one question.
See also Robinson Twp., 83 A.3d at 928 (adopting federal political-question
framework); Sweeney, 375 A.2d at 706 (same).
None of the Baker factors support judicial abstention here, where individual
rights guaranteed in Article I, Section I, and Article III, Section 32, of the
Pennsylvania Constitution have been infringed. See Fischer v. Dep’t of Pub.
Welfare, 502 A.2d 114, 120 (Pa. 1985) (“Article I § 1 and Article III § 32, have
generally been considered to guarantee the citizens of this Commonwealth equal
protection under the law.”); Harrisburg Sch. Dist. v. Zogby, 828 A.2d 1079, 1088
(Pa. 2003) (“Article III, Section 32 . . . reflect[s] the principle that like persons in
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like circumstances must be treated similarly.”). In fact, although there have been
equal protection challenges to school funding schemes in many states, Respondents
have not cited, and Petitioners have not encountered, a single decision in which
another state court has found such a claim non-justiciable under Baker. Cf.
Tennessee Small Sch. Sys. v. McWherter, 851 S.W.2d 139, 156 (Tenn. 1993)
(holding school funding scheme violated equal protection); Horton v. Meskill, 376
A.2d 359, 374 (Conn. 1977) (same); Opinion of the Justices, 624 So. 2d 107, 159160 (Ala. 1993) (same); Dupree v. Alma Sch. Dist., 651 S.W.2d 90, 93 (Ark. 1983)
(same).
That is unsurprising because providing equal protection under the law has
never been “entrusted exclusively and finally to the political branches of
government for ‘self-monitoring.’” Robinson Twp., 83 A.3d at 928. Indeed,
Pennsylvania courts routinely adjudicate equal protection claims in a variety of
contexts to ensure that the legislature does not infringe on individual rights. See,
e.g., Kroger Co. v. O’Hara Twp., 392 A.2d 266, 276 (Pa. 1978) (holding that
Pennsylvania’s Sunday Trading Laws violated equal protection provisions because
classifications “do not bear a fair and substantial relationship” to the legislative
objective); DeFazio v. Civil Serv. Comm’n of Allegheny Cty., 756 A.2d 1103, 1106
(Pa. 2000) (holding that legislation requiring some sheriffs but not others to abide
by certain rules violated equal protection provisions because “[t]he distinction
created . . . bears no fair or reasonable relationship to the object of the legislation”).
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Nor is there a lack of judicially manageable standards for resolving an equal
protection claim. To the contrary, the standard of review is well-established under
Pennsylvania law. See Zauflik, 104 A.3d at 1117-18 (describing equal protection
analysis under Pennsylvania law); Love v. Stroudsburg, 597 A.2d 1137, 1139 (Pa.
1991) (same). Petitioners’ claim rests on (i) a government classification—i.e., the
geographic boundaries of school districts—and (ii) disparate treatment of students
within those districts due to gross disparities in school funding (which is readily
confirmable using federal and state data). (Pet. ¶¶ 7-9, 286-89.) Regardless of the
level of scrutiny applied (i.e., strict scrutiny, intermediate review, or rational basis
review), the lower court is clearly capable of determining whether the legislature’s
decision to adopt the most inequitable school funding scheme in the nation—one
that holds all schools and students to the same standards but provides some highwealth districts three times more money per student than low-wealth districts—is
reasonably justified and serves a legitimate government interest.
Contrary to the lower court’s Opinion, performing this analysis would not
require the court to make a public-policy determination regarding “what level of
annual funding would be sufficient for each student in each district to achieve the
required proficiencies.” (Op. at 11.) Petitioners’ equal protection claim challenges
the method by which education funds are raised and distributed—not the overall
amount of funding. Determining the overall funding level will remain the
legislature’s responsibility, to be carried out in accordance with its obligations
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under the Education Clause. Thus, the lower court’s Order dismissing Petitioners’
equal protection claim should be reversed.
B.

The Lower Court Erred in Dismissing Petitioners’ Education
Clause Claim Under the Political-Question Doctrine.

The lower court’s decision to dismiss Petitioners’ Education Clause claim as
non-justiciable should be reversed for three reasons. First, contrary to the lower
court’s analysis, this Court has never adopted a per se rule that education funding
challenges are non-justiciable. Second, the Baker factors do not support applying
the political-question doctrine under the facts set forth in the Petition. Third, even
if the Baker factors favored abstention, the Court should decline to apply the
political-question doctrine because public education is a fundamental right and any
separation-of-powers concerns must give way to protecting the hundreds of
thousands of students who are being denied an opportunity to meet state standards.
1.

This Court Has Never Adopted a Per Se Rule That
Education Funding Challenges Are Non-Justiciable.

This Court has interpreted the Education Clause as granting the legislature
broad discretion to design and implement a public education system that meets the
Commonwealth’s evolving needs. See, e.g., Teachers’ Tenure Act Cases, 197 A.
344, 352 (Pa. 1938). At the same time, however, the Court has recognized that it
retains the power to review school funding legislation to ensure that it bears a
“reasonable relation” to supporting the legislatively-established public education
system. In Danson, for example, the Court observed that “[a]s long as the
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legislative scheme for financing public education ‘has a reasonable relation’ to
‘[providing] for the maintenance and support of a thorough and efficient system of
public schools,’ the General Assembly has fulfilled its constitutional duty.”
Danson, 399 A.2d at 367 (quoting Teachers’ Tenure Act Cases, 197 A. at 352); see
also Marrero, 739 A.2d. at 113 (quoting same standard).
The lower court, however, interpreted Marrero as effectively abandoning
that standard and adopting a per se rule that education funding challenges are
non-justiciable. (See Op. at 11-12.) But Marrero says no such thing. While the
Court there abstained from hearing the petitioners’ claim that the School District of
Philadelphia lacked sufficient funding to provide students an “adequate” education,
the Court did so under the specific factual circumstances of that case. See
Blackwell v. City of Phila., 684 A.2d 1068, 1071 (Pa. 1996) (“Determination of
whether a complaint involves a non-justiciable political question requires making
an inquiry into the precise facts and posture of that complaint since such a
determination cannot be made merely by semantic cataloguing.”). Specifically, the
Court found that there were no judicially manageable standards in place for
resolving that claim because it would require an initial policy determination as to
what constitutes an “adequate” education. Marrero, 739 A.2d at 113-14. The
Court did not hold that Pennsylvania’s school funding scheme is immune from
constitutional challenge under all circumstances. Thus, Marrero is no obstacle to
hearing Petitioners’ Education Clause claim if there are judicially manageable
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standards in place today and the Baker analysis indicates that the claim is
justiciable.
2.

Petitioners’ Education Clause Claim Is Justiciable Under
Baker.

The lower court erred in failing to apply any of the Baker factors to the facts
and circumstances of this case. Those factors show that Petitioners’ claims are
justiciable because (i) neither the text nor history of the Pennsylvania Constitution
prevents the judiciary from enforcing the Education Clause, (ii) there are judicially
manageable standards in place for resolving Petitioners’ claims, and (iii) resolving
those claims would require no public-policy judgments. See Baker, 369 U.S. at
217 (describing multifactor political-question analysis). Moreover, other states
have crafted effective and noninvasive remedies to address education clause
violations, further demonstrating that courts are well equipped to resolve such
claims.
a.

The Text and History of the Education Clause Show
That the Judiciary Has the Power to Decide Whether
the Legislature Is Satisfying Its Constitutional Duty.

The first Baker factor supports abstention only in the rare circumstance
where the text of the Pennsylvania Constitution entrusts the legislature with the
power to self-monitor the constitutionality of its own actions. See Robinson Twp.,
83 A.3d at 928 (finding abstention proper only where the constitutional
determination “has been entrusted exclusively and finally to the political branches
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of government for ‘self-monitoring’”) (quoting Sweeney, 375 A.2d at 706)
(emphasis added); Zemprelli v. Thornburgh, 407 A.2d 102, 106 (Pa. Commw. Ct.
1979) (holding that constitutional provision requiring governor to fill state
vacancies did not support judicial abstention because it “contains no explicit
suggestion of commitment in any exclusive sense for self-monitoring”).
That standard is not satisfied here because no language in the Pennsylvania
Constitution grants the legislature such power. See Robinson Twp., 83 A.3d at 929
(refusing to apply political-question doctrine in part because “the Commonwealth
[could] not identify any provision of the Constitution which grants it authority to
adopt non-reviewable statutes”). While the Education Clause obligates the
legislature to “provide for the maintenance and support of a thorough and efficient
system of public education,” it says nothing about whether the legislature has the
power to self-monitor its compliance with that obligation. See Abbeville Cty. Sch.
Dist. v. State, 767 S.E.2d 157, 164 (S.C. 2014) (interpreting similar constitutional
provision and concluding that “[n]othing in the text of the article precludes the
judiciary from exercising its authority over the article’s provisions, or intervening
when the Defendants’ laudable educational goals fall short of their constitutional
duty”). Absent such an express grant in the constitutional text, it is for the
judiciary to interpret the Education Clause and decide whether the legislature is
satisfying its constitutional obligations. See id. at 163-64; Zemprelli, 407 A.2d at
106; Thornburgh v. Lewis, 470 A.2d 952, 955 (Pa. 1983) (“It is the province of the
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Judiciary to determine whether the Constitution or laws of the Commonwealth
require or prohibit the performance of certain acts. That our role may not extend to
the ultimate carrying out of those acts does not reflect upon our capacity to
determine the requirements of the law.”).
Nor does the history of the Education Clause suggest that the legislature was
entrusted with self-monitoring its compliance. The Clause was born of the
19th-century climate of legislative reform in the Commonwealth, where
constitutional delegates sought to hold the legislature accountable to its
representational obligations.12 Delegates to the convention knew that the public
school system had left a large percentage of the state illiterate, see In re Walker, 36
A. 148, 149 (Pa. 1897) (“The school laws as administered had not accomplished
. . . the purpose of its founders.”), and that the lack of state support allowed schools
in poor communities to remain open only four months a year. See id. In response,
the Commonwealth adopted an affirmative education mandate incorporating a
substantive standard of public education—marking a significant departure from the
previous clause.13 Since then, Pennsylvania courts have repeatedly acknowledged
that they may intervene in education matters if the legislature violates its
12

See generally ROSALIND L. BRANNING, PENNSYLVANIA CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 37
(1960) (“The Pennsylvania constitution of 1874 . . . was drafted in an atmosphere of extreme
distrust of the legislative body . . . . Legislative reform was truly the dominant motif of the
convention and that purpose is woven into the very fabric of the constitution.”).
13

The previous Education Clause read: “The legislature shall, as soon as conveniently may be,
provide by law for the establishment of schools throughout the State, in such manner that the
poor may be taught gratis.” See PA. CONST. art. VII, § 1 (1838).
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constitutional obligations under the Education Clause,14 and there is no basis to
depart from those holdings here.
b.

Unlike in Marrero, Judicially Manageable Standards
Now Exist for Resolving Petitioners’ Claim.

The second Baker factor supports abstention only where there is a lack of
judicially discoverable and manageable standards for resolving the petitioners’
claims. See Baker, 369 U.S. at 217. Although the Court invoked this factor when it
abstained from hearing an education-funding challenge in Marrero, the Court does
not face the same justiciability obstacles today. 739 A.2d at 113-14. The
academic standards and assessments adopted since 1999, as well as the
legislature’s 2007 costing-out study, provide objective benchmarks by which the
Court can determine whether education funding levels bear a “reasonable relation”
to supporting a “thorough and efficient system of public education.” See Danson,
399 A.2d at 367.

14

See Wilkinsburg Educ. Ass’n v. Sch. Dist. of Wilkinsburg, 667 A.2d 5, 13 (Pa. 1995) (“[T]his
court has consistently examined problems related to schools in the context of [the] fundamental
right [to education].”); Sch. Dist. of Phila. v. Twer, 447 A.2d 222, 225 (Pa. 1982) (“[A]ny
interpretation of legislative pronouncements relating to the public educational system must be
reviewed in context with the General Assembly’s responsibility to provide for a ‘thorough and
efficient system’ for the benefit of our youth.”); Ehret v. Kulpmont Borough Sch. Dist., 5 A.2d
188, 190 (Pa. 1939) (judiciary can interfere with legislature’s control of school system “as
required by constitutional limitations”); Teachers’ Tenure Act Cases, 197 A. at 352 (judiciary
can determine whether legislation “has a reasonable relation to the purpose” of the Education
Clause).
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(1)

Student Performance on Statewide Assessments
Is an Objective Benchmark of Whether
Funding Levels Are Reasonable.

While the Court observed in Marrero that it could not “judicially define
what constitutes an ‘adequate’ education,” id. at 113, the Court is not being asked
to make such a determination here. By adopting detailed academic content
standards, the legislature has defined what a “thorough and efficient system of
public education” should teach children in today’s world. See Danson v. Casey,
382 A.2d 1238, 1245 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1978) (finding the School Code and other
legislative enactments “establish a thorough and efficient system of public
education, and every child has a right thereto”); see also McCleary v. State, 269
P.3d 227, 247 (Wash. 2012) (“[T]he legislature has the responsibility to augment
the broad educational concepts under [the Washington State Constitution] by
providing the specific details of the constitutionally required ‘education.’”).
After defining what children should learn in school (and imposing
significant consequences on those who fall short), the legislature has a duty under
the Education Clause to provide funding sufficient to ensure that all students are
given an opportunity to actually learn it. That duty flows from the plain language
of the Education Clause, which requires the legislature to “provide for the
maintenance and support of a thorough and efficient system of public education.”
PA. CONST. art. III, § 14. The legislature’s current definition of a “thorough and
efficient system of public education”—as reflected in state academic standards and
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other legislative enactments—thus defines the scope of its financial support
obligations. In other words, the Constitution requires the legislature to maintain
and support the system that the legislature itself has mandated.
The highest courts of numerous states have relied on state academic
standards to inform the interpretation and enforcement of their own education
clauses. In McCleary, for example, the Washington Supreme Court found that the
state was not complying with its constitutional obligations in part because the state
education funding formula “did not correlate to the level of resources needed to
provide all students with an opportunity to meet the State’s education standards.”
269 P.3d at 253. Similarly, in Montoy v. State, the Kansas Supreme Court
observed that it “need look no further than the legislature’s own definition of
suitable education to determine that the [constitutional] standard is not being met
under the current financing formula.” 120 P.3d 306, 309 (Kan. 2005). And in
Idaho Schools for Equal Education Opportunity v. State, the Idaho Supreme Court
found that interpreting the constitutional “thoroughness” requirement was “made
simpler . . . because the executive branch of the government has already
promulgated educational standards pursuant to the legislature’s directive.” 976
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P.2d 913, 919 (Idaho 1998). Other state courts have reached the same
conclusion.15
Given that the Pennsylvania legislature has defined what “a thorough and
efficient system of public education” should teach students, it follows that student
performance on state assessments, including the PSSA and Keystone exams, is an
objective benchmark that can be used by the judiciary to determine whether the
legislature is complying with its constitutional duty to support that system and give
students an opportunity to meet state standards. See, e.g., Abbeville Cty. Sch. Dist.,
767 S.E.2d at 168 (considering test scores “a substantive measure of student
performance in assessing whether the [resources available to a district] afford the
students their mandated opportunity”). While a handful of school districts with
poor test results might indicate local mismanagement or ineffective teachers, the
systemic inability of school districts across the Commonwealth to meet academic
standards would be strong evidence that Pennsylvania’s education funding
schemes violates the Education Clause.

15

See Abbott by Abbott v. Burke, 693 A.2d 417, 427 (N.J. 1997) (holding that
“promulgation and adoption of substantive standards . . . define a thorough and efficient
education” under state constitution); Leandro v. State, 488 S.E.2d 249, 259 (N.C. 1997) (holding
that “[e]ducational goals and standards adopted by the legislature” should be considered in
determining whether education funding system was constitutional); Campbell Cty. Sch. Dist. v.
State, 907 P.2d 1238, 1279 (Wyo. 1995) (holding funding sufficiency could be evaluated based
on whether legislature had funded the legislatively “define[d] and specif[ied]” education
system); Pauley v. Kelly, 255 S.E.2d 859, 878 (W.Va. 1979) (finding legislatively established
standards should be used to evaluate sufficiency of funding for existing education system and
given “great weight”).
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As described in the Petition, that is exactly the evidence Petitioners seek to
present here. For example, when the Keystone Exams were administered in 2013,
36% of students who took the Algebra I exam scored basic or below basic, 25% of
students who took the Literature exam scored basic or below basic, and 55% of
students who took the Biology exam scored basic or below basic. (Pet. ¶ 154.)
Students in low-wealth districts have fared even worse, as illustrated by the high
proportion of students in the Petitioners’ districts who are unable to meet state
standards:
• 65% of students in William Penn did not score proficient or above in
Algebra I, 51% in Literature, and 88% in Biology.
• 59% of students in Panther Valley did not score proficient or above in
Algebra I, 39% in Literature, and 78% in Biology.
• 71% of students in Lancaster did not score proficient or above in Algebra I,
57% in Literature, and 88% in Biology.
• 43% of students in Greater Johnstown did not score proficient or above in
Algebra I, 22% in Literature, and 77% in Biology.
• 61% of students in Wilkes-Barre did not score proficient or above in
Algebra I, 44% in Literature, and 77% in Biology.
• 55% of students in Shenandoah did not score proficient or above in Algebra
I, 18% in Literature, and 64% in Biology.
• 60% of students in Philadelphia did not score proficient or above in Algebra
I, 47% in Literature, and 80% in Biology.
(Id. ¶ 156.)
If these percentages hold for the 2016-17 school year, only 36% of
Shenandoah students will graduate high school based on the Keystone Exams—
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and that is the highest rate of success among all Petitioner school districts.16 (Id. ¶
156.)
This is not to say that all students must achieve proficiency on state exams.
Petitioners agree that the Education Clause does not guarantee educational
outcomes, and there will, of course, always be students who do not succeed for
myriad reasons. But the Education Clause does require the legislature to support
the public education system by providing sufficient funding to give students an
opportunity to meet state standards. See McCleary, 269 P.3d at 251 (interpreting
constitutionally required “education” as requiring “educational opportunities,” as
opposed to guaranteeing outcomes). Unfortunately, the abysmal performance of
Pennsylvania students on statewide exams indicates that they are being denied that
opportunity en masse.
(2)

The Legislatively-Commissioned Costing-Out
Study Is an Objective Benchmark of Whether
Funding Levels Are Reasonable.

Unlike when Marrero was decided, the cost of providing students with an
opportunity to meet state standards can now be readily measured. For example, the
2007 costing-out study objectively measured, based on reliable and accepted
scientific methods, “the basic cost per pupil to provide an education that will

16

The prospect of such high failure rates has led to pending legislation that would temporarily
suspend the use of the Keystone Exam and the alternative project as a graduation requirement.
At the time this brief was filed it had passed one chamber. See SB 880, 2015-16 Gen. Assemb.,
Reg. Sess. (Pa. 2015).
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permit a student to meet the State’s academic standards and assessments.” 24 P.S.
§ 25-2599.3(a); (Pet. ¶¶ 120-25). Calculating the necessary funding for each
school district, the study concluded that the vast majority of districts had
significant spending shortfalls (471 of 500 districts). (See id. ¶¶ 126-27.) It also
concluded that the revenue needed to close the funding gaps must come from the
state—to reduce the inequities caused by the current heavy reliance on local
sources. (Id. ¶ 128.)
As other courts have recognized, this type of costing-out study is a reliable
and objective benchmark for determining whether an education funding scheme is
providing students an opportunity to meet state standards. See Montoy, 120 P.3d at
309-10 (finding Kansas’s costing-out study, prepared by same consultants as
Pennsylvania’s, to be “substantial competent evidence . . . establishing that a
suitable education, as that term is defined by the legislature, is not being
provided”). That the study was conducted eight years ago does not change that
conclusion, as the cost of educating students has only risen since 2007. (See Pet.
¶¶ 135-42, 151-52.) In addition to inflation, school districts face rising and
unreimbursed costs associated with charter school expansion, new academic
standards for students, and new curriculum requirements and professional
standards for teachers, principals, and schools. Those cost increases have only
further widened the gap between the funds available to low-wealth school districts
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and the funds they reasonably need to provide their students with an opportunity to
meet state standards.
Again, Petitioners are not asking the Court to order the legislature to fund
education at the levels identified in the costing-out study or to dictate how the
legislature fulfills its constitutional obligation. (See id. ¶¶ 312-24.) Rather, the
costing-out study demonstrates that the per-student cost of providing students an
opportunity to meet state standards is measurable: Respondents themselves have
measured the cost once, and they could do it again. Judicially manageable
standards therefore exist to determine whether Pennsylvania’s school funding
scheme satisfies the legislature’s obligations under the Education Clause to support
a thorough and efficient system of public education, as they have defined it.
c.

Resolving Petitioners’ Claims Will Not Require
Public-Policy Judgments.

The third Baker factor supports abstention only where it is “impossib[le]” to
decide the petitioners’ claims without making an initial public-policy
determination of the kind reserved for the legislature. See Baker, 369 U.S. at 217.
There are no such concerns here because Petitioners do not ask the Court to
assume such a role. Rather, Petitioners seek a declaratory judgment that
Respondents have violated their constitutional obligation to maintain and support
the public education system that they independently created and mandated. The
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Court is thus being asked to perform a fundamental judicial duty: to keep the
legislature functioning within constitutional bounds.
Deciding Petitioners’ claims will not, for example, require the Court to make
a policy decision regarding what qualifies as an adequate education—the
legislature has already established statewide academic standards and imposed
consequences on students and school districts that fall short. (See Pet. ¶¶ 98-115.)
Nor will it require the Court to articulate maximum class sizes, textbook
requirements, or appropriate course offerings. See Conn. Coal. for Justice in Educ.
Funding, Inc. v. Rell, 990 A.2d 206, 224 (Conn. 2010) (finding funding-scheme
challenge justiciable in part because court was not required to articulate policies
such as “maximum class sizes or minimal technical specifications for classroom
computers”). Many of those inputs are already defined in the Pennsylvania School
Code.
While Respondents might contend that they are already providing sufficient
funding to meet their constitutional mandate, their opinion of their own
performance is not dispositive: the “political question doctrine does not exist to
remove a question of law from the Judiciary’s purview merely because another
branch has stated its own opinion of the salient legal issue.” Hosp. & Healthsys.
Ass’n of Pa. v. Commonwealth, 77 A.3d 587, 598 (Pa. 2013) (reversing dismissal
of health care providers’ challenge to alleged misappropriation of funds on ground
that it did not present a political question); see also McCleary, 269 P.3d at 254
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(refusing to accept legislature’s declaration that education was fully funded as
dispositive of whether its constitutional duty was satisfied). There is
overwhelming evidence that Pennsylvania’s school funding scheme denies
students an opportunity to meet state standards, and this Court, not the legislature,
is the ultimate arbiter of whether that scheme is constitutional.
d.

Other States Have Crafted Effective and Noninvasive
Remedies to Address Education Clause Violations.

The highest courts in at least 27 other states, as well as many lower courts,
have held that constitutional challenges to education-funding legislation are
justiciable.17 In many instances, where those courts have found constitutional
violations, the state legislatures have acted promptly to remedy the problem. See,
e.g., Hancock v. Comm’r of Educ., 822 N.E.2d 1134, 1137-38 (Mass. 2005) (citing
the legislature’s passage of a new education-funding scheme just three days after
17

See Roosevelt Elementary Sch. Dist. No. 66 v. Bishop, 877 P.2d 806 (Ariz. 1994); Lake View
Sch. Dist. No. 25 v. Huckabee, 91 S.W.3d 472 (Ark. 2002); Lobato v. State, 218 P.3d 358 (Colo.
2009); Conn. Coal. for Justice in Educ. Funding, Inc. v. Rell, 990 A.2d 206 (Conn. 2010);
McDaniel v. Thomas, 285 S.E.2d 156 (Ga. 1981); Idaho Sch. for Equal Educ. Opportunity v.
Evans, 850 P.2d 724 (Idaho 1993); Gannon v. State, 319 P.3d 1196 (Kan. 2014); Rose v. Council
for Better Educ., 790 S.W.2d 186 (Ky. 1989); Hornbeck v. Somerset Cty. Bd. of Educ., 458 A.2d
758 (Md. 1983); McDuffy v. Sec’y of the Exec. Office of Educ., 615 N.E.2d 516 (Mass. 1993);
Skeen v. State, 505 N.W.2d 299 (Minn. 1993); Helena Elementary Sch. Dist. No. 1 v. State, 769
P.2d 684 (Mont. 1989); Claremont Sch. Dist. v. Governor, 635 A.2d 1375 (N.H. 1993);
Robinson v. Cahill, 355 A.2d 129 (N.J. 1976); Hussein v. State, 973 N.E.2d 752 (N.Y. 2012);
Leandro v. State, 488 S.E.2d 249 (N.C. 1997); DeRolph v. State, 677 N.E.2d 733 (Ohio 1997);
Woonsocket Sch. Comm. v. Chafee, 89 A.3d 778 (R.I. 2014); Abbeville Cty. Sch. Dist. v. State,
767 S.E.2d 157 (S.C. 2014); Davis v. State, 804 N.W.2d 618 (S.D. 2011); Tenn. Small Sch. Sys.
v. McWherter, 851 S.W.2d 139 (Tenn. 1993); Neeley v. W. Orange-Cove Consol. Indep. Sch.
Dist., 176 S.W.3d 746 (Tex. 2005); Brigham v. State, 889 A.2d 715 (Vt. 2005); McCleary v.
State, 269 P.3d 227 (Wash. 2012); Pauley v. Kelly, 255 S.E.2d 859 (W.Va. 1979); Kukor v.
Grover, 436 N.W.2d 568 (Wis. 1989); Campbell Cty. Sch. Dist. v. State, 907 P.2d 1238 (Wyo.
1995).
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the court declared the prior system unconstitutional); Kentucky Education Reform
Act, H.B. 940, 1990 Sess. (Ky. 1990) (passed in response to Rose v. Council for
Better Educ., 790 S.W.2d 186 (Ky. 1989)). In other instances, state courts have
retained jurisdiction to permit the legislatures to act, and have monitored the
legislatures’ progress in complying with orders to remedy constitutional
deficiencies. See, e.g., Brigham v. State, 692 A.2d 384, 398 (Vt. 1997) (entering
declaratory judgment for students and school districts and remanding “so that
jurisdiction may be retained until valid legislation is enacted and in effect”);
Roosevelt Elementary Sch. Dist. No. 66 v. Bishop, 877 P.2d 806, 816 (Ariz. 1994)
(reversing and remanding the case to the trial court for entry of judgment and
retention of jurisdiction “to determine whether, within a reasonable time,
legislative action has been taken”).
Some courts have also ordered legislatures to conduct, and then timely
implement, costing-out studies to determine the funding levels necessary to meet
the state’s educational obligations. See, e.g., Campaign for Fiscal Equity, Inc. v.
State, 801 N.E.2d 326, 348 (N.Y. 2003) (ordering the legislature to “ascertain the
actual cost of providing a sound basic education”); Flores v. State, 160 F. Supp. 2d
1043, 1047 (D. Ariz. 2000) (ordering the state to “prepare a cost study to establish
the proper appropriation” in “a timely fashion so that the Arizona legislature can
appropriate funding”) (emphasis in original). As discussed above, the
Commonwealth has already laid the ground work for this remedy.
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Other courts have imposed deadlines for compliance with court orders and
consequences for noncompliance. The Washington Supreme Court, for example,
recently fined the state legislature there $100,000 per day for failing to make
significant progress in remedying the constitutional violations. McCleary v. State,
No. 84362-7, slip op. at 2 (Wash. Aug. 13, 2015) (attached as Addendum C).
In all cases, however, the courts have found that any potential difficulties of
fashioning a remedy cannot interfere with (or usurp) the judiciary’s core duty to
interpret the state constitution and determine whether the legislature is complying
with its constitutional obligations.
3.

Judicial Abstention Is Not Warranted Because Education Is
a Fundamental Right.

This Court has observed that “[a]ny concern for a functional separation of
powers is . . . overshadowed if the [legislation] impinges upon the exercise of a
fundamental right.” Gondelman v. Commonwealth, 554 A.2d 896, 899 (Pa. 1989);
see also Jubelirer v. Singel, 638 A.2d 352, 358 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1994) (refusing
to “abdicate our responsibility to insure that government functions within the
bounds of constitutional prescription . . . under the guise of deference to a co-equal
branch of government”) (quotation marks omitted). The school funding legislation
at issue here falls into that category because it denies hundreds of thousands of
students in low-wealth school districts the right to attend schools that give them an
opportunity to meet state academic standards. See Wilkinsburg, 667 A.2d at 12-13
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(“[P]ublic education in Pennsylvania is a fundamental right . . . [and] this court has
consistently examined problems related to schools in the context of that
fundamental right.”). Thus, any concern that judicial oversight of school funding
would intrude into the legislature’s affairs must yield to protecting that right. See,
e.g., Teachers’ Tenure Act Cases, 197 A. at 352 (holding that legislation cannot be
permitted to “relegate our State back to the days when education was scarce and
was secured only through private sources, as a privilege of the rich”).
VIII. CONCLUSION
By abandoning Pennsylvania’s well-established equal-protection and
political-question analyses, the lower court adopted a bright-line rule that the
judiciary can never determine whether Pennsylvania’s school funding scheme is
equitable or adequate. That is not, and has never been, the law in Pennsylvania.
Without judicial oversight, public education would cease to be a right, much less a
fundamental one, and the legislature’s constitutional duty could be avoided without
consequence, no matter how extreme the dereliction. Thus, to preserve the
constitutional rights of all Pennsylvania children, this Court should reverse the
lower court’s Order and hold that Petitioners’ equal protection and Education
Clause claims are justiciable.
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